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Say  t

WATER SMART LIVING 

Kitchen brochure

Saying yes to Water Smart Living means saying yes to faucets which will bring 
down our water and energy consumption. It is a yes to smart 

technology which will make our homes, schools, hospitals and public areas 
safer for the benefit of our health. It is a yes to the decisions which will 

enable us to create positive changes. For the people and the environment.

This is why we say yes to Water Smart Living!

Hansa Armaturen GmbH
Sigmaringer Str. 107
70567 Stuttgart
Germany
Tel.: +49 711 1614 0
Fax: +49 711 1614 368
info@hansa.com

Customer Service Centre
Tel.: +49 711 1614 888
Fax: +49 711 1614 801
info@hansa.com

hansa.com



Usage of the MIKADO® brand courtesy of Neoperl GmbH.

All rights reserved. The reproduction of articles is subject to written consent by Hansa, and only if Hansa is cited as the source. Technical changes and 
modifications in the design of products reserved. Colour deviations due to technical reasons may occur. Range and technical details subject to change. Errors and 
omissions excepted.

hansa.com

Apple and the Apple logo are marks of Apple Inc. 
registered in the USA and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are marks of 
Google Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are property 
of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and their usage is licensed 
by HANSA Armaturen GmbH. Other marks and 
trade names are the property of their respective 
owners.
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Sustainable use of water can help us achieve positive long-term changes. 
But how will we get there? By taking more conscious decisions about our 
consumption habits – through cutting-edge solutions which may help us 
use water in a more intelligent, safe and comfortable way. 

At HANSA, we have been working for decades on faucets of the highest 
quality aimed at raising awareness regarding water use and conservation. 
With craftsmanship, technology and design. For a more intelligent lifestyle.

If we say yes to Water Smart Living, we say yes to a healthier and safer 
future allowing us at the same time to reduce our levels of water and 
energy consumption. No matter whether we are in the kitchen, at home or 
in a hospital, in a school or in the public space. Since we are saying yes to 
a lifestyle in which intelligent faucets can lead us to a conscious use of 
water. And this not only for our own convenience but also for our 
environment, safety and health. 

Say yes to Water Smart Living 
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More than just a beautiful faucet
Our contribution to pure water
In good hands from the start – also in your kitchen
 
 
Choosing the right faucets
Our ingredients for the best faucets: quality and performance
The SMART way into a better future
The HANSA Matt Black Edition
Solutions that facilitate daily kitchen life

Perfectly combined: your kitchen and our faucets
HANSAFIT
HANSADESIGNO STYLE
HANSALIGNA
HANSARONDA
HANSAMIX
HANSATWIST
HANSAVANTIS and HANSAVANTIS STYLE
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Product overview

Contents

Look out for the QR codes
Do you want to know what our faucets would look like in your 
kitchen? Scan the QR codes next to the products to see just 
how good they look.
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More than just  
a beautiful faucet

We have made it our mission to create the most 
intelligent water experience for all of us. With 

products which are not just beautiful to look at but 
are also safer for you, your loved ones and the 

environment. Quality, performance and convenience 
based on smart technology and useful design.

Intelligent technology
Improve hygiene and safety, for example by choosing a 
SMART faucet, and save water and energy in the process. 
Thanks to Bluetooth® technology our products utilise 
state-of-the-art connection technology and enable you to 
monitor and control your levels of consumption.

Sustainable solutions
Our products join intelligence and style by their elegant 
design and water-saving features. But that's not all: Our 
products are made of the best high-quality materials and 
are also incredibly durable. 

Health and safety
To ensure water always remains pure and clean,  
we only work with high-grade, durable materials such as 
dezincification and corrosion-resistant brass or modern 
composites. Touchless products minimise the spread of 
germs and bacteria and ensure convenient and 
comfortable operation, especially when your hands are 
dirty.

Useful design 
Our kitchen fittings are designed for simple installation, 
maintenance and intensive daily use. We have created a 
range of products that meets your diverse needs, making 
daily kitchen life as enjoyable as it is enriching, while 
always emphasising your personal style.

Introduction
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Award winning sustainability 
A bronze medal from EcoVadis, recognised as one 
of the world's most trusted providers of business 
sustainability ratings, underlines the responsible 
actions that we as a company take.

Responsibility begins with the 
choice of materials
Our fittings are manufactured exclusively from 
high-grade, durable and hygienically safe 
materials. For instance, we use dezincification 
and corrosion-resistant brass or modern 
composites for all our faucets. This helps to 
prevent the release of metals or other harmful 
substances. Strict material parameters and 
voluntary quality inspections by independent 
institutes, such as the German Technical and 
Scientific Association for Gas and Water (DVGW), 
certify our quality assurance.

The result is sustainable and excellent drinking 
water quality throughout the faucet's entire life 
cycle.

The highest level of water purity
This is a promise that we honour with the 
exclusive HANSAPROTEC SYSTEM . Many of our 
faucets also convince with nickel-free waterways 
and a promise that surfaces in contact with 
drinking water contain less than 0.3% lead. 
Combined with our dezincification-resistant brass, 
they deliver exceptional impetus in terms of 
health and sustainability.

All our faucets with the 
HANSAPROTEC SYSTEM
can be found on pages 
24, 26, 32, 34 and 36. 

Our contribution 
to pure water 

Whether for the first coffee of the day, your baby's bottle, cooking or so 
many other things: everything in the kitchen revolves around quality, 
health and safety. Water quality is, therefore, subject to strict and intensive 
scrutiny. And the last few metres are also crucial. The high-grade materials 
of our faucets ensure excellent drinking water quality is maintained right 
up to the point of consumption. 

Introduction

Award winning sustainability 
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In good hands from the start – 
also in your kitchen

Focusing firmly on the customer
The customer is at the heart of everything we do at HANSA. This has been our mission from the 
start. For over 100 years, quality, reliability, service and customer-oriented solutions have been the 
primary focus of our activities. Based on our many years of experience, we have become the 
specialist in the development of faucets for a wide range of applications. Ultimately, our business is 
not just about faucets, it is also about not only meeting but exceeding your expectations.

A specialist trade partner
Since working with water in homes is challenging and involves a high degree of responsibility, we 
believe that only professional tradespeople should be involved in the planning, installation and 
maintenance of all our faucets. This is why our fittings are available exclusively from professional 
sanitäry supply partners – along with all the relevant competent advice and dependable customer 
care that you have come to expect. This guarantees that you not only acquire a top quality solution 
but also a sense of all-round well-being. Irrespective of whether you are planning a new kitchen or 
giving your old one a makeover with HANSA technology. 

Introduction

*  Readers of "markt intern", the business information service for German 
plumbing specialists, have voted HANSA the No. 1 specialist trade partner a 
total of 21 times as part of the "performance report for sanitary fittings" that is 
awarded every two years.

We are a specialist 
trade partner*
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Our tips help you find the ideal faucet to 
meet your needs

Be practical
Before purchasing a product, consider a few practical details. 
Will the faucet be installed on a worktop, in front of a window 
or in the middle of the room on a kitchen island? Do you want 
to optimise the space in and around the sink, do you value 
versatile functions or are you looking to make a statement? 
Make a list of the things your faucet must offer to meet the 
needs of your everyday lifestyle from a quick breakfast 
through to the technical finesse of a professional kitchen.

Durable and stylish
Let's be honest: The first thing we all look at is the design. Our 
faucets are therefore designed with practicality and durability 
in mind without sacrificing on style. You can rest assured that 
the faucet in your kitchen will retain a youthful shine and 
perform flawlessly even after many years of use. 

Think ahead 
Digitalisation and networking also ensure simple and 
transparent processes in the kitchen. Touchless faucets, in 
particular, provide valuable help and support thanks to their 
assistance function. With clean surfaces and extremely 
efficient water and energy consumption, digital kitchen 
faucets set completely new standards.

Invest in safety
Keep you and your loved ones safe. Ideally with functions that 
prevent scalding and materials that help maintain the highest 
quality of the drinking water throughout the faucet's entire 
life cycle.

From design and placement to 
functions, there are so many things 
you need to consider when choosing 
your favourite kitchen faucet.

Choosing the  
right faucets

Say yes to HANSA
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Our ingredients for 
the best faucets: 
quality and performance

Choose the ideal equipment to meet your needs

Ready for more 
safety and hygiene

The display shows the water temperature in real 
time and warns when the water gets too hot.

Convenience and performance 
are key to success

Washing vegetables gently, rinsing dishes 
thoroughly: enjoy greater flexibility and reach 
with our hand sprays.

Long-term 
sustainability and safety

Touchless hygiene: for cleanliness and 
safety in the kitchen. The spread of 
bacteria and germs is reduced 
significantly.

Appliance shut-off 
valves can effectively 
prevent water 
damage.

Flexible spouts add a touch of elegance 
and give your kitchen a professional look 
and feel.

High spouts and deep sinks create extra 
space for large vessels.

Water only flows when you need it. Targeted water 
consumption through touchless faucets allows you to also 
save energy and water in your kitchen.

We use a high-grade brass alloy to ensure outstanding 
drinking water quality throughout the faucet's entire life cycle.

HANSAPROTEC: For additional protection of the water quality 
through minimised lead content and nickel-free waterways.

Choose your style
Good design is everything. HANSA offers a wide range 
of various shapes and styles to ensure your chosen 
faucet fits seamlessly into your dream kitchen. The 
basic shape of the spout plays a crucial role here.

Elegant minimalism
Curved swivel spout with 
side control.

Modern minimalism
L-shaped swivel spout with 
straight head section and 
side control.

Modern functionalism
L-shaped swivel spout with 
angled head section and side 
control.

Classic functionalism
Low-set, upright spout, a 
cylindrical body and top 
control.

Traditionally mounted
Wall connections and a 
central swivel spout.

All our kitchen fittings are equipped with a swivel spout, and 
quite often even with a selectable swivel range. 

Say yes to HANSA
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The SMART way 
into a better 
future

Designed for your convenience and ease 
of use 
We were one of the first manufacturers to launch touchless 
faucets and our growing SMART range provides us with the 
knowledge to develop such ingenious faucets that make life 
so much easier. Faucets that prioritise safety, hygiene and 
sustainability and can be individualised and controlled via 
Bluetooth®. Who says you can't have it all?

Hygienic and safe for the whole family
Irrespective of whether you live with young children or older 
relatives, our SMART faucets are designed for every 
generation. Besides reducing the spread of bacteria by up to 
80% compared to conventional faucets, our SMART faucets 
minimise the risk of scalding and are ideal for every budget.

Environmentally friendly from start to 
finish
Everyone can save water – and the right faucet plays a key 
role. Our SMART and touchless faucets only allow water to 
flow when hand movement is detected. They help to reduce 
your water consumption by up to 50%. But that's not all. Our 
faucets also save energy. Delivering sustainability without 
compromising on convenience.

Say yes to HANSA

Reduce bacteria by 
up to 80% with 

touchless faucets*

*Mäkinen R., Miettinen I. T., Pitkänen T., Kusnetsov J., Pursiainen A., 
Kovanen S., Riihinen K., Keinänen-Toivola M. M. (2013) Manual 
faucets induce more biofilms than electronic faucets. Canadian 
Journal of Microbiology, 59(6), 407–412. DOI: 10.1139/cjm-2013-0131
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HANSATWIST
A continuously updated classic. 
Highly functional, top-operated 
and with a swivel spout. 

The HANSA 
Matt Black Edition

Say yes to HANSA

Give your kitchen 
a designer look

A colour that exudes elegance and a classic, timeless 
style
Kitchens have become a dynamic area within our living 
space and matt black faucets open up a whole host of 
design options. Matt black faucets are all the rage right 
now, also in kitchens. A true visual highlight for every 
occasion. Whether for your daily kitchen needs, a family 
dinner or a get together with friends: they create an 
elegant addition to your home. 

Coatings with a velvety smooth finish
At HANSA, we take our obligation as a top quality brand 
very seriously. This is why our matt black is more than just 
a colour. It is a noticeably voluminous, durable and 
scratch-proof coating connected with the substrate on the 
molecular level. Giving you the enjoyment of timeless 
elegance for years to come. 

Go to augmented 
reality view

0920220333
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The heart of every home
The kitchen is the place where so many of our most 
precious memories are made. So why not give your 
kitchen the attention it deserves? With classic, timeless 
faucets that you can always rely on. For preparing food, 
washing up or even a glass of drinking water straight from 
the faucet. Quality that pays for itself.

Flexibility whatever the occasion
Convenient and modern design combined with intelligent 
functions: the HANSA kitchen fittings add style to your 
home and facilitate your kitchen life – with practical 
features such as pull-out showers and swivel spouts.

SMART, safe and hygienic
Our intelligent, easy-to-use faucets additionally ensure  
a safe, pleasant and hygienic kitchen experience. 

HANSAFIT impresses with its touchless function. The 
integrated LED display warns you when the water is too 
hot. The optional shut-off valve for the dishwasher 
reduces the risk of water damage by specifically shutting 
off the water supply. Our faucets also ensure greater 
safety in daily use.

Solutions that  
facilitate daily  
kitchen life 

*https://www.home-water-works.org/indoor-use/faucet

Say yes to HANSA

The average family 
of four turns on  

the faucet around 
200 times a day *. 
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Semi-professional Flexible spring hose, 2-spray: Needle and intense spray •
Hybrid Hybrid • •
Comfort + Digital dishwasher valve • • •
HANSAPROTEC

Nickel-free waterways, brass in contact with drinking water 
contains <0.3% lead • • • • • •

Comfort
Pull-out spray, 2-spray • • • •
Pull-out spray, 1-spray • • •

Safety THERMO COOL • •

Standard

Hot water stop and individually adjustable flow limiter • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dishwasher valve, mechanical • • • • • • •
Swivel spout • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Faucet body DZR brass – dezincification and corrosion-
resistant • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Installation

Pillar installation: Shaft fixing • • • • •
Pillar installation: 3S installation • • • • • •
Pillar installation: Rapid attachment • • • • • • • • • • • •
Wall installation: S connections with integrated shut-off valve •
Wall installation: S connections • • • • • •

The table shows the wide variety of our faucets

Perfectly combined: 
your kitchen and our faucets The shape of the spout is decisive

The best way to choose the ideal faucet 
for your kitchen is to ensure it fits in 
with the sink. For more fun in your 
kitchen life.

The design of the sink also has a major 
impact on the choice of the right 
faucet.

An attractive design coupled with all the functions you 
need. Take the time and define your precise requirements. 
Don’t settle for second best!

• Sink or wall mounted
• Desired shape of the spout
• Desired functionality of the faucet
• Existing water connection (high or low pressure) 
• Positioning of the faucet 

Keeping it clean
To avoid splashing, faucets with higher spouts 
should not be used with shallower sinks. 
A faucet with a pull-out spray 
definitely provides greater flexibility.

Creating necessary space
Deep sinks and faucets with high spouts 
offer more space for manoeuvring larger vessels.

Ensuring more convenience
Pull-out sprays allow greater freedom of movement, 
especially at double sinks.
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Kitchen programme

Temperature display 
with hot water 
warning

High swivel spout

Touchless operation 

Easy-grip operating 
lever

Temperature 
pre-selection 

Electronic 
dishwasher 
shut-off valve 
(optional)

Go to augmented 
reality view

65242213

HANSAFIT

The essentials at a glance:
• Technical finesse and ergonomic design
• Manual or touchless operation
• Temperature display with hot water warning
• Temperature pre-setting via a rotating ring 
•  Easy-grip operating lever with pleasant surface structure

It's all a question of technology
With numerous assistance functions, HANSAFIT also sets 
new standards for technology lovers. The high, swivel 
spout ensures greater freedom of movement at and in the 
sink. The easy-grip surface ensures the control elements 
can be grasped securely even with wet hands. The display 
on the faucet body indicates the current water 
temperature in real time. In addition, the hybrid faucet 
offers touchless operation at a pre-set temperature. For 
maximum hygiene and even more convenience.
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Kitchen programme

HANSAFIT

Take your kitchen experience 
to the next level
The semi-professional variants of HANSFIT allow you to enjoy the 
features of a restaurant kitchen at home. The high and flexible spring 
hose enables maximum freedom of movement at the sink. With the 
2-spray sink hand shower, you can choose between two different spray 
types – 'needle' and 'intense' – and adjust the flow of water to your 
liking. Whether you are washing up, filling pots or washing fruit and 
vegetables, the faucet is the ideal choice for every kitchen task. 

Protection against scalding
The display starts flashing 
when the temperature 
exceeds 42°C.

The hybrid faucet: a new level of convenience for 
maximum ease of use

For even greater cooking freedom, choose the HANSAFIT Hybrid version with its 
touchless function, adjusting ring and display, which reliably shows the pre-set water 
temperature – allowing you to work with exceptional speed at the sink.

Innovative 
magnetic docking 
station for simple 
and secure 
attachment of the 
2-spray hand spray.

The flexible and 
particularly high-quality 
silicone hose has a 
possible swivel radius of 
up to 120° for maximum 
freedom of movement.

Safe: optionally available with 
electronic dishwasher shut-off valve
Opens at the touch of a button and 
closes automatically after 4 or 12 hours.

Lever mixer or optional hybrid 
variant
Both versions are equipped 
with an easy-grip lever with a 
pleasant surface structure for 
simple and comfortable 
operation.

Augmented reality 
view

65262213

The essentials at a glance:
• Functional design for professional requirements
•  Flexible spring hose with integrated 2-spray function: 

Needle and intense spray 
• Manual or touchless operation
•  Temperature pre-setting via a rotating ring for touchless 

operation (HANSAFIT HYBRID)
•  Easy-grip operating lever with soft-touch surface finish 

and contrasting colour
•  Swivel spout with a 60°, 80° and max. 120° range
•  Scalding protection. Digital warning when the 

temperature exceeds 42°C

Hybrid faucet for sink, 
side-controlled, 
swivel spout, elec. 
appliance shut-off valve, 
height: 492 mm,
projection: 200 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, 
swivel spout, elec. 
appliance shut-off valve, 
height: 474 mm,
projection: 200 mm
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Convenient height and side control
Stylish look and lots of space for 
manoeuvring large vessels 

Style is never out of fashion
HANSADESIGNO STYLE enables the individualisation of a 
kitchen according to your needs and is designed with an 
urban lifestyle in mind. Elegance and functionality merge 
uniquely to enhance your quality of life – for years to come.

Extractable spout
The 2-spray pull-out shower with soft 
and needle spray makes cleaning 
pots and pans even easier. The ideal 
choice of water stream for every 
kitchen task.

Digital safety:
optionally available with electronic diswasher 
shut-off valve. Opens at the touch of a button 
and closes automatically after 4 or 12 hours, 
depending on the setting.

Swivel spout
Greater flexibility, also when filling heavy 
vessels at the edge of the sink.

The essentials at a glance:
• Urban aesthetics with practical functions
• Easy to clean thanks to side control
• Height of 239 or 264 mm provides ample space for pots and pans
• 2-spray shower with soft and needle spray
• 360° swivel spout
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min

HANSADESIGNO STYLE

Kitchen programme

Augmented reality 
view

51372283
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The spout that projects 189 mm and swivels 
through 360° not only looks elegant, it also 
makes HANSALIGNA an extremely capable 
assistant for all your kitchen tasks.

The essentials at a glance:
• Timeless design for modern expectations
• Elegant, clean lines from premium material
• Height of 296 mm provides ample space for pots and pans
• Swivel spout with a 150° range (optional 360°)
• Water saving with up to 9 l/min

HANSALIGNA A striking character:
HANSALIGNA gives every kitchen a hint of haute cuisine. The combination of greater 
projection, faucet height and swivel spout in a modern-minimalist style adds additional 
freedom of movement at the sink. More convenience can be so easy to achieve! For more 
pleasure when preparing food and even when washing up. And all this at an eco-friendly 
consumption level of just 9 l/min.

Kitchen programme

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 312 mm, 
projection: 189 mm

Augmented reality 
view

55282203
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Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout, 
2-spray pull-out shower, 
height: 240 mm, projection: 200 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout, 
2-spray pull-out shower, 
height: 345 mm, projection: 221 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout, 
pull-out shower, height: 325 mm, 
projection: 217 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout, 
pull-out shower, height: 240 mm, 
projection: 200 mm

The essentials at a glance:
•  Numerous shapes and functionalities
•  Rounded basic body for a soft, sculptural look.
•  All variants equipped with a pull-out shower. 

Either 1-spray or 2-spray shower with a soft and needle spray
•  Swivel spout with a 150°, 270° and 360° range

HANSARONDA

All-rounder with a pull-out shower
HANSARONDA stands for simple aesthetics and versatile functions. The round 
basic body is available in different heights with top-operated or side-operated 
handles and, on request, a 2-spray pull-out spray. No matter what demands you 
place on HANSARONDA in your kitchen – the range of fittings lets you bring every 
concept to life.

The pull-out spray of the HANSARONDA range of fittings 
enables the cleaning and filling of large vessels – even 
outside the sink.

Augmented reality 
view

03382273

Go to augmented 
reality view

Kitchen programme

54912273
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HANSAMIX Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
2-spray pull-out shower, dishwasher valve,
height: 201 mm, projection: 235 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, optionally with 
shut-off valve, top-controlled, swivel spout, 
height: 190 mm, varying projection

Work experience since 1979
HANSA has probably gained the most experience with the HANSAMIX kitchen 
fitting. Already in its fourth generation, it strikes a chord with users due to its 
classic-functional elegance. Constantly further developed and refined solutions 
such as the HANSAPROTECT SYSTEM ensure flawless water quality.  The high-
quality chrome-plated body is available as a top-controlled single-lever mixer 
or as a wall fitting with a 120° swivel spout. Thanks to the practical hand spray, 
the HANSAMIX handles even the toughest jobs in the kitchen with ease.

The 2-spray hand shower extends the working radius of the 
HANSAMIX faucet, making it easier to clean and fill vessels.

The essentials at a glance:
• Range of fittings with timeless elegance and contemporary technology
• 2-spray shower with soft and needle spray
• Swivel spout with a range of up to 150°
• Also available as a wall fitting
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min 01948183

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
2-spray pull-out shower,
height: 188 mm, projection: 235 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
swivel spout, dishwasher valve,
Height: 184 mm, projection: 203 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout, 
height: 172 mm, projection: 203 mm

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

Kitchen programme

01142283
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09142283

HANSATWIST

Two options for an individual feel and comfortable operation:
the easy-grip loop lever (left) and the luxurious solid lever (right)

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
with solid lever, swivel spout,
height: 172 mm, projection: 199 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
with loop lever, swivel spout,
height: 172 mm, projection: 199 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
with solid lever, swivel spout,
height: 299 mm, projection: 193 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
with loop lever, swivel spout,
height: 299 mm, projection: 193 mm

The essentials at a glance:
• Flexible fitting concept for every requirement and taste
• Available either with solid lever or easy-grip loop lever
• Swivel spout with a 150° range (360° for wall fittings)
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min

Keeping a grip on everything
HANSATWIST creates a visual highlight in every kitchen while the 
HANSAPROTEC SYSTEM impresses with optimum water hygiene. Either as a 
high, side-controlled variant or as a low, top-controlled design – the range of 
fittings is sure to turn heads. Depending on your personal taste, you can 
choose between two lever variants with HANSATWIST: the classic solid lever or 
the easy-grip loop lever, with which the water flow rate can be controlled 
easily and precisely. All you have to do is decide which combination best suits 
your kitchen.

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

Kitchen programme

09202205
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52482273

HANSAVANTIS and
HANSAVANTIS STYLE

Both in the top-controlled 
and the side-controlled 
variant of HANSAVANTIS
Style, the round pin lever 
provides an elegant 
contrast to the understated 
basic shape of the fitting.

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
with pin lever, swivel spout,
height: 166 mm, projection: 201 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
with pin lever, swivel spout,
height: 276 mm, projection: 164 mm

The essentials at a glance:
• Universal design
• Cylindrical basic shapes for an understated look
• HANSAVANTIS STYLE: slender pin lever for precise operation
• HANSAVANTIS: striking solid lever
• Swivel spout with a 150° range (360° for wall fittings)
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min

Less is more
HANSAVANTIS has a pleasingly subtle design packed with a surprisingly powerful range of 
functions. It is available either as a top-controlled, low variant or as one of two side-operated 
variants with a wide projection and high swivel spouts: The soft, cylindrical design of the series is 
particularly easy to clean. You can add the finishing touch by choosing between the elegant round 
pin lever on the HANSAVANTIS STYLE or the timeless, classic solid lever.

52202207

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
with solid lever, swivel spout,
height: 161 mm, projection: 201 mm

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

Kitchen programme
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HANSAPINTO HANSACARE

Surprising simplicity
HANSAPINTO makes designing your kitchen easy and 
guarantees a beautiful result. The range of fittings offers 
simple and flexible convenience for every kitchen. All 
models have swivel spouts, with high variants that 
provide exceptional space for cooking utensils and pots. 
The optionally available 2-spray hand shower also makes 
cleaning much easier. Gently rounded corners and simple 
lines give all variants an elegant appearance. The 
integrated HANSA-3S installation enables quick and safe 
installation, even in challenging conditions beneath the 
sink.

Special care for special needs
The HANSACARE faucet offers a classic, functional design, 
ease of use and a convenient height. The ergonomically 
designed operating lever fits well in the hand, offering 
excellent user-friendliness for special needs.

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
swivel spout, hand spray, 2-spray extractable, 
height: 215 mm, projection: 231 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
swivel spout, height: 355 mm, projection: 
213 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
swivel spout with dishwasher valve, 
height: 355 mm, projection: 213 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
swivel spout with dishwasher valve,
height: 201 mm, projection: 213 mm

The essentials at a glance:
•  A simple design language for both variants 

streamlines your kitchen planning
• Gently rounded design for an elegant look and feel
• 2-spray shower with soft and needle spray
•  Swivel spout for each model with a 40°, 60°, 80°, 

120° and 360° range
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min
• Optionally available with dishwasher valve

The essentials at a glance:
• Classic, functional style
• Ergonomically designed operating lever 
• Gently rounded design for an elegant look and feel
• Swivel spout 
• Ideal for all generations

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout, 
height: 201 mm, projection: 213 mm

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

45142283 46102206

Kitchen programme
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Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 198 mm, projection: 210 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
swivel spout, appliance shut-off valve 
height: 198 mm, projection: 210 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 292 mm, projection: 192 mm

HANSAPRIMO

Thoroughly charming
HANSAPRIMO is a charming addition to every kitchen. With its classic lines and 
striking contrasts between straight and gently rounded forms, the fitting 
guarantees a comfortable, feel-good atmosphere. The side-operated variant with 
its high spout offers greater freedom of movement at the sink. The 360° swivel 
spout facilitates washing and rinsing dishes.

The essentials at a 
glance:
•  Charming, dynamic design for a touch of 

subtle modernity in your kitchen
•  Height of 241 mm provides ample space 

for pots and pans
•  Swivel spout with a 150° and 360° range
•  Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min
• Optionally available with dishwasher valve

49202203

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

49482203
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HANSAPOLO

In a class of its own, inside and outside
HANSAPOLO delivers an exceptional standard to suit every budget. The 
linear and slightly angular character provides a contemporary exterior. 
High-quality workmanship and cutting-edge technology guarantee a 
durable interior, even after years of intensive use. As a result, the range 
of fittings strikes an elegant balance between style and function that will 
enhance the look of your kitchen for many years to come.

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 168 mm, projection: 216 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, top-controlled, 
swivel spout, dishwasher valve, height: 
168 mm, projection: 215 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 303 mm, projection: 200 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, side-controlled, 
swivel spout, dishwasher valve,
height: 325 mm, projection: 200 mm

The essentials at a glance:
•  Attractive design and cutting-edge technology at a tempting price
•  Choose between side-operated or top-operated variants to meet your 

individual requirements
•  Height of up to 257 mm provides ample space for pots and pans
•  Swivel spout with a 120° range (optional 60° or 360°)
•  Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min
• Optionally available with dishwasher valve

56512103

HANSAPALENO

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 169 mm, projection: 215 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
side-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 303 mm, projection: 203 mm

Single-lever mixer for sink, 
top-controlled, swivel spout,
height: 301 mm, projection: 221 mm

HANSAPALENO makes your kitchen look 
fresh and rejuvenated
Clear lines, a striking operating lever and a tangible sense of value in the 
details all contribute towards the excellent price-performance ratio. The 
series thus fits seamlessly into contemporary kitchen architecture.

The essentials at a glance:
• Attractive design with striking lever appearance
• Available either as side or top-operated variants
• Height of up to 236 mm provides ample space for pots and pans
• Swivel spout with a 120° range (optional 60° or 360°)
• Rapid filling with up to 12 l/min

Augmented reality 
view

Go to augmented 
reality view

51562293

Kitchen programme
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SEMIPRO SEMIPRO

Unless otherwise specified, all products are connected with G3/8 pressure hoses. The wall fittings do not have a connection HANSAPROTEC.

 KITCHEN 

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Hybrid  /Plug 
transformer   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  6525  2213   Chrom    e  
 Push operated diverter, 
Automatic reset  , Pull-out 
hand spray  , 2 spray functions 
 • Projection : 200 mm
• Swivel range:   120° 

(80° / 60°) 

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Hybrid  /Plug 
transformer   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  6526  2213   Chrom    e  
 Push operated diverter, 
Automatic reset  , Pull-out 
hand spray  , 2 spray functions 
 • Projection : 200 mm
• Swivel range:   120° 

(80° / 60°) 

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Battery-ope-
rated   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15 
  6529  2203   Chrom    e  
 Push operated diverter, 
Automatic reset  , Pull-out 
hand spray  , 2 spray functions 
 • Projection : 200 mm
• Swivel range:   120° 

(80° / 60°) 

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  6528  2203   Chrom    e  
 Push operated diverter, 
Automatic reset  , Pull-out 
hand spray  , 2 spray functions 
 • Projection : 200 mm
• Swivel range:   120° 

(80° / 60°)  

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Hybrid  /Plug 
transformer   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  6523  2213   Chrom    e  
 • Projection:     193 mm 
• Swivel range:         120° 
    (80° / 60°)  

 HANSAFIT
 Kitchen faucet   |   Hybrid  /Plug 
transformer   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  6524  2213   Chrom    e  
 • Projection:     193 mm  
• Swivel range:       120° 

(80° / 60°)  

HANSA FIT  

 HANSADESIGNO STYLE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5101  2283   Chrom    e  
• Projection  :   219 mm  
• Swivel range: 
          120° (60° / 0°)  

 HANSADESIGNO STYLE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever, side operated  /Low 
pressure   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5102  1183   Chrom    e  
• Projection:   219 mm  
• Swivel range:
       120° (60° / 0°)  

 HANSADESIGNO STYLE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Battery-
operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5138  2283   Chrom    e  
• Projection:   219 mm  
• Swivel range:       
    120° (60° / 0°)  

 HANSADESIGNO STYLE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
 5136  2283 
  5136  2283   Chrom    e  
 2 spray functions 
 • Projection  : 231 mm 
• Swivel range:   
     150° (60° / 0°) 

 HANSADESIGNO STYLE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Battery-ope-
rated   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
 DN15
  5137  2283   Chrom    e  
 2 spray functions 
 • Projection  : 231 mm
  •   Swivel range: 
          150° (60° / 0°) 

HANSA DESIGNO STYLE  

 HANSARONDA
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5491  2273   Chrom    e  
 1 spray function 
 • Projection : 217 mm
• Swivel range:     150° (360°)  

 HANSARONDA
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5491  2283   Chrom    e  
 2 spray functions 
 •   Projection : 221 mm
• Swivel range:      150° (360°)  

 HANSARONDA
 Keukenkraan   |   Eengreeps   |  
Wastafelmontage   
(eengatsmontage)  ,   DN15 
  0334  2273   Chrom    e  
1 spray function
 • Projection : 200 mm
  •   Swivel range:     150°  

HANSA RONDA  

 HANSARONDA
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  0338  2273   Chrom    e  
 Push operated diverter, Auto-
matic reset  , 2 spray functions 
 •   Projection : 200 mm
• Swivel range:   150°  

 HANSAMIX
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15 
  0114  2283   Chrom    e      
 • Projection :     203 mm  
• Swivel range:   150°  

 HANSAMIX
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever  /Dishwasher valve   | 
 Deck mounted   (1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  0115  2283   Chrom    e  
 • Projection :   203 mm  
• Swivel range:   150°  

 HANSAMIX
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15   
  0138  2283   Chrom    e      
 2 spray functions 
 • Projection :   235 mm  
• Swivel range:     140°  

HANSAMIX
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever  /Dishwasher valve   |  
Deck mounted   (1 hole)  ,  DN15
  0139  2183   Chrom    e  
 2 spray functions 
• Connection via 
     copper pipes    
 • Projection :   235 mm  
• Swivel range:   140°  

 HANSAMIX
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,  DN15
  0169  2183   Chrom    e  
•    S-connection   
 • Projection   :   300 mm  
•   Swivel range:     120° (0°) 

 HANSAMIX
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15   
  0169  2283   Chrom    e  
  • S-connection with 
 integrated Pre-stop  
 • Projection   :   311 mm  
•   Swivel range:     120° (0°) 

HANSA MIX 

 HANSALIGNA
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5528  2203   Chrom      e
  • Projection :    189 mm  
•  Swivel range:   150° 

HANSA LIGNA  HANSA CARE  

HANSACARE
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 4610  2206   Chrome
 • Projection :   214 mm
•   Swivel range: 120° (40°/80°)

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
0914  2283   Chrome
 • Projection : 199 mm
•   Swivel range:  12 0°
    •   Full lever  

HANSA TWIST  

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  0920  2203   Chrome
 • Projection : 193 mm
•   Swivel range:       150° (360°)
 •    Full lever    

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
0920  2205   Chrome
 • Projection : 193 mm
•   Swivel range: 1  50° (360°)  

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  0920 2203 33     Matt black  
 • Projection : 193 mm
•   Swivel range:        150° (360°)
 •    Full lever    

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15 
  0914  2285   Chrome
 • Projection : 199 mm
•   Swivel range:  12 0°

 HANSATWIST
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
0914228333     Matt black  
 • Projection : 199 mm
•   Swivel range:  12 0°
    •   Full lever  
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Unless otherwise specified, all products are connected with G3/8 pressure hoses. The wall fittings do not have a connection HANSAPROTEC.

 HANSAPINTO   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  4513  2283   Chrome
 • Projection :    213 mm  
•   Swivel range:      120° 
    (60° / 0°)  

 HANSAPINTO   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Dishwasher 
valve   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  4514  2283   Chrome
 • Projection :  213 mm  
•   Swivel range:    120° 
    (60° / 0°)  

 HANSAPINTO   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  4508  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  213 mm  
•   Swivel range:      
 120° (80° / 40°)  

 HANSAPINTO   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever  /Dishwasher valve   |  
Deck mounted   (1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  4520  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :   213 mm  
•   Swivel range:       120° 
    (80° / 40°)  

 HANSAPINTO   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  4518  2283   Chrome
 Pull-out hand spray
  2 spray functions 
 •   Projection : 231 mm
•   Swivel range:   120° (80° 
/ 40°)  

HANSA PINTO  

 HANSAVANTIS   STYLE 
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,  DN15
  5253  2107   Chroom
   •   S-connection 
 • Projection :   232 mm 

 HANSAVANTIS   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5248  2273   Chrome
 • Projection : 205 mm
•   Swivel range: 120° 

 HANSAVANTIS   
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever  /
Low pressure   |   Deck mounted  
 (1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5249  1173   Chrome
 • Projection : 205 mm
•   Swivel range: 120°  

HANSA VANTIS  / HANSAVANTIS STYLE

 HANSAVANTIS   STYLE 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5248  2277   Chrome
 • Projection : 205 mm
•   Swivel range: 12 0°

 HANSAVANTIS   STYLE 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever  /
Low pressure   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15   
  5249  1177   Chrome
 • Projection : 205 mm
•   Swivel range: 120°  

 HANSAVANTIS   STYLE  
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5220  2207   Chrome
   •   S-connection      G3/8  
 • Projection  : 164 mm
•   Swivel range:   150° 

 HANSAVANTIS   STYLE 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Low pres-
sure   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5222  1107   Chrome
• Connection via 
     copper pipes      
 • Projection :     164 mm  
•   Swivel range:   150° (360°)  

 HANSAVANTIS   
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15 
  5253  2103   Chroom
   •   S-connection 
 • Projection :     232 mm 

 HANSATWIST
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15 
 0969  2195   Chrome
 •   Projection : 232 mm
•   Swivel range:    360°    

 HANSATWIST
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,  DN15
 0969  2193   Chrome
 • Projection : 232 mm
   •   S-connection 
•   Swivel range:    360°
  •   Full lever 

HANSA PRIMO  

 HANSAPRIMO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 4920  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :  192 mm
•   Swivel range:    150° 

 HANSAPRIMO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-le-
ver   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15    
 4948  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :  210 mm
•   Swivel range:    150° 

HANSAPRIMO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15    
 4948  2203  00676   Chrome
 • Projection :  210 mm

HANSAPRIMO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever  /Dishwasher valve   | 
 Deck mounted   (1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 4950  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :  210 mm

 HANSAPALENO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15 
  5652  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :   203 mm  
•   Swivel range:     120° (360°)  

 HANSAPALENO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15 
  5650  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :   221 mm  
•   Swivel range:     120° (360° 
/ 0°)  

 HANSAPALENO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-le-
ver   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15 
  5653  2203   Chrome
 • Projection :   216 mm  
•   Swivel range:     120°  

 HANSAPALENO 
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15 
5651  2103   Chrome
  • S-connection   G3/4  
 • Projection :   284 mm  
•   Swivel range:     360°  

HANSA PALENO  
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HANSA POLO  

HANSAPOLO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 5156  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  200 mm
•   Swivel range:   120° (360°)

HANSAPOLO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-lever, 
side operated  /Dishwasher 
valve   |   Deck mounted   (1 hole)  , 
  DN15  
 5160  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  200 mm
•   Swivel range:   120° (60°/0°)

HANSAPOLO
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15  
 5161  2193   Chrome
•    S-connection    G3/4
 • Projection :   234 mm
•   Swivel range:    360°   

HANSAPOLO
 Utility room faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Wall mounted  ,   DN15  
 5162  2193   Chrome
•    S-connection    G3/4
 • Projection :   284 mm
•   Swivel range:    360°   

HANSAPOLO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 5270  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  221 mm

HANSAPOLO
  Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15   
 5148  2293  00676   Chrome
 • Projection :   215 mm

HANSAPOLO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 5148  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  215 mm
•   Swivel range:   120°

HANSAPOLO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever  /Dishwasher valve   | 
 Deck mounted   (1 hole)  ,  DN15 
 5266  2293   Chrome
 • Projection :  215 mm
•   Swivel range:    120°   

HANSA PICO  

HANSAPICO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 4608  2273   Chrome
 • Projection :  215 mm

HANSAPICO
 Kitchen faucet   |   Single-
lever   |   Deck mounted   
(1 hole)  ,   DN15  
 4609  2273   Chrome
 • Projection : 221 mm



Usage of the MIKADO® brand courtesy of Neoperl GmbH.

All rights reserved. The reproduction of articles is subject to written consent by Hansa, and only if Hansa is cited as the source. Technical changes and 
modifications in the design of products reserved. Colour deviations due to technical reasons may occur. Range and technical details subject to change. Errors and 
omissions excepted.

hansa.com

Apple and the Apple logo are marks of Apple Inc. 
registered in the USA and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

Google Play and the Google Play logo are marks of 
Google Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are property 
of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and their usage is licensed 
by HANSA Armaturen GmbH. Other marks and 
trade names are the property of their respective 
owners.
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Say  t

WATER SMART LIVING 

Kitchen brochure

Saying yes to Water Smart Living means saying yes to faucets which will bring 
down our water and energy consumption. It is a yes to smart 

technology which will make our homes, schools, hospitals and public areas 
safer for the benefit of our health. It is a yes to the decisions which will 

enable us to create positive changes. For the people and the environment.

This is why we say yes to Water Smart Living!

Hansa Armaturen GmbH
Sigmaringer Str. 107
70567 Stuttgart
Germany
Tel.: +49 711 1614 0
Fax: +49 711 1614 368
info@hansa.com

Customer Service Centre
Tel.: +49 711 1614 888
Fax: +49 711 1614 801
info@hansa.com

hansa.com
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